
blind you with science, 
we’ll just help you build

brilliant
 organs.”

“Rather than 

CFM II is the integrated piston system for 
the industry leading MultiSystem II network. 
Very fast, extremely flexible with options for 
wireless remote displays.

CFM II

ControlOptions
Our rugged alphanumeric display 
mounted on a quality, cast metal 

bezel is standard on all CFM’s.  
For a cleaner look we offer the 

Mini Display which is just the 
alphanumeric display.  All control 

buttons such are memory Up/Down 
are available as piston inputs.  

It is easy to assign multiple organists 
their own levels with Organist 

Palette. Fully programmable 
Crescendo and Tutti are standard.

CFM II is available from 1 to 999 levels of 
memory.  SCOPE provides a wide range 
of flexibility to piston programming.  
Organist Palette adds wireless control 
over piston sequences and Library 
Management.
Control panels match other Solid State 
products to give a coordinated image on 
the console.

SOLID STATE ORGAN SYSTEMS



The New Standard
for Pipe Organ Control

CFM II is flexible, fathomable and programmable to fit 
any organ with virtually unlimited memory levels

A simple piston sequencer (Stepper) is standard 
on CFMII.  All Pistons Next is available so the 
organist may flail away at any piston to advance 
to the next general.  Solid State’s Advanced 
Sequencer with piston Insert and Delete 
function is an optional extra.  Powerful Library 
Management through graphical interface on 
iPad makes sorting out multiple organists as 
easy as surfing the internet. 

Using the Scope pistons a group 
of stops (say, Great Reeds) to 
simple reversers can be assigned 
to any particular piston.  For the 
organist, it’s the chance to match 
stops and couplers to the nearest available 
thumb!  Scopes may be different from one 
level to the next. 

www.ssosystems.com

Scope

Options

1-999 Memory levels per 
Organist Library

     1,000+ stop capacity
Divided General and Divisionals

Piston Sequencer
Four Programmable Crescendi

SCOPE piston assignment
Organist Palette compatible

Shared or split memory between 
multiple consoles

Fully Upgradeable
Compact and powerful

Features
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